THOSE brought up as students on successive editions of Price's Medicine will welcome this new Volume after a lapse of nine years. Sir Ronald Bodley Scott, well known to this school and a new contributor to the Eighth Edition of 1950, has taken over the editorial chair with Dr. R. I. S. Bayliss Very major improvements are noted in this new edition. The rather stubby rice paper volume of the past has been replaced by a thoroughly up-to-date attractive book in improved print and paper with a two column format. This makes for increased clarity and more comfort in reading. Much of the text has been re-written bringing it up to date and references to major papers and texts are given at the end of certain sections. The introductory remarks regarding definition, aetiology, pathology and physiological derangement are clear and succinct, and treatment is given in detail where required with dosages in the metric system. The line drawings and E.C.G. illustrations are clear. This is essentially a book of reference for the practitioner, consultant and more senior student. As such, even the rarest conditions receive mention in some detail. One finds it rather peculiar that the section on Connective Tissue Disorders is treated separately from the section on Disorders of the Locomotor System, leaving the latter with no introductory paragraphs. It would appear that these sections could usefully be combined, with a common introduction on connective tissue and remarks on clinical and other evidence of joint and connective tissue diseases. A list of normal values at the end of the book would be advantageous.
These are, however, but small criticisms of the lay-out rather than the substance of the book which is uniformly excellent and presented in a very readable and consistent style.
The new "Price" claims to follow its predecessors in presenting a survey of art and science in Comtemporary British Medicine and in this it has been highly successful. What strikes one forcibly is the fact that today, nearly fifty years after the idea of Health Centres was put forward in the Dawson Report, there is still no clear agreement on the essential pattern of their design or organisation. There is clearly much need for operational research in this field.
These articles will be of value especially to the many family doctors who at the present time are looking to health centres and group practices for an answer to the intellectual isolation and administrative problems of smaller practice units.
R.P.M.
